SCHUCO AWS75.SI
ALUMINUM DOORS

INSWING PATIO DOOR
WITH LOW THRESHOLD
(88MM WIDE SASH)

INSWING PATIO DOOR
WITH HIGH THRESHOLD
(WATER RESISTANT TO 90MPH)
(88MM WIDE SASH)

TILT-SLIDING PATIO DOOR
(88MM WIDE SASH)

INSWING ENTRY DOOR
WITH LOW THRESHOLD
(LARGE PATIO DOOR UNITS)
(98MM WIDE SASH)

OUTSWING DOOR
(98MM WIDE SASH)

FINISHED FLOOR
FINISHED FLOOR
FINISHED FLOOR
FINISHED FLOOR

BASIS PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)
BASIS PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)
BASIS PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)
BASIS PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)